This paper describes an experimental test campaign while using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and measuring the obtained UAV positions during different flight tasks and in different operative conditions. A new test procedure has been presented and tested for different devices in various weather conditions. This paper describes and analyses the measurements of the flight trajectory of the UAV that was performed with the use of a robotic total station (RTS), as compared to the design data and the data recorded in the internal memory of the UAV. Five different test tasks have been conducted. The obtained results have allowed for the assessment of the correctness of task performance as compared to the design and to determine the flying accuracy of the entire UAV set. The proposed set of tasks can be successfully utilised to control the correctness of operation of various types of UAVs and it may be implemented as a universal test to verify the algorithms optimising take-offs and landings, test flights of the objects, as well as flight planning in various terrain and weather conditions, which will increase the safety of the flights while using UAVs. Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 3488 2 of 28 equipment should involve tests that allow for defining the characteristics that determine the correctness of the UAV task implementation. The missions that are performed by UAVs can be performed in automatic mode with the device implementing a previously planned mission, or autonomous at various levels of autonomy [23] . The navigation starts with the analysis of the environment using sensors (laser, stereo-vision, time-of-flight analysis), the modelling of the environment, the positioning using data integration techniques from navigation sensors (GNSS-Global Navigation Satellite System, IMU-Inertial Measurement Unit, gyroscopes), and the movement control using the ability to plan the path. The most advanced solutions in autonomous navigation are the algorithms that include the creation of a map into a navigation task, the so-called SLAM (Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping) [24, 25] . There are also works being carried out that focus on the preparation of the ICT (Information and Communications Technologies) systems that support the UAV missions, as exemplified by the implementation of the contact system of the air traffic service units with the UAV operators, performed by the company DronRadar [26] . The UAV automatic take-off and landing systems are also being created [27] . According to the planned regulations, the drones that are to fly in the EU sky in the future will have to be equipped with certain elements, such as an altimeter, a device defining the position, geographical zone, and the maximum allowable operating distance, as well as collision avoidance and automatic landing systems. The European Parliament argues that it is about ensuring safety [22] . In addition, the studies into optimisation of the UAV flight trajectories are currently being conducted in numerous research centres. The performed research is aimed at the optimisation of image coverage of the areas subject to photogrammetric measurements [11, 28, 29] , at improving the inspection of objects [30] [31] [32] [33] as well as the trajectory of changes in flight directions [34, 35] .
Introduction
The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in a wide variety of domains of economy allows for accelerating the performance of various tasks. UAVs increase both the level of security of property and people as well as allowing initiating completely new uses. This equipment has recently become very popular for logistics and surveillance applications [1] . Thanks to a possibility of embedding several transmitters, sensors, and photographing equipment, UAVs can be used in a wide range of applications. Successful cases have been reported in, e.g., aerial reconnaissance [2] , aerial forest fire detection [3] , target observation [4] , traffic monitoring and management [5] , smart city [6] , online commerce [7] , geographic monitoring [8] , scientific data collection [9] , meteorological sampling [10] , photogrammetry and three-dimensional mapping [2, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] , UAVs networks [15] , humanitarian relief [16] , and disaster assessment and response [17] [18] [19] . More examples of the fast expanding potential of UAVs are presented in Rao et al. and Wyngaard et al. [20, 21] .
In June 2018, the European Parliament voted to adopt a new regulation that is the first one to regulate the UAV market [22] . Its development is currently being inhibited by uncoordinated national regulations, which hinders the implementation of the European Union (EU) idea of the Urban Space (U-Space)-a special airspace for automatic and autonomous flights out of sight in cities. The unification of the regulations will open the door for the further development of the drone market and popularisation of UAVs. On the other hand, UAVs are getting increasingly distanced from classical aviation and they are becoming flying robots. The growing requirements that are related to ensuring high safety levels of flight operations, as well as the legal regulations will force the certification of UAVs. According to the author, one of the stages of certification of this type of tested during GNSS signal outage. RTK or post-processed kinematic (PPK) methods are also used for the georeferencing of measurement materials (photos, LIDAR scans), but these solutions are not commonly used for UAV navigation [29, 51, 52] . Papers [53] [54] [55] also include the information on the application of the systems utilising camera systems that create systems allowing trajectory tracking and defining based on the image. The UAV tracking with the use of high speed cameras could be implemented in small areas, while for larger areas, due to the limitation of the field of view of the camera, a new construction of the measuring system for the automatic target tracking would be necessary. It should be emphasised that such systems have much lower accuracy of determining the coordinates as well as a smaller range. Therefore, the proposed measurement methodology may prove to be very helpful in assessing the accuracy of their operation.
The UAV trajectory tracking studies that have been conducted so far have mainly focused on the use of new measurement methods. However, to the best of author knowledge, none of these works take into account the positioning accuracy of on-board computer and control systems in the realization of UAV missions. The tests that were carried out by Eisenbaiss [44] concerned only one type of UAV mission, and the systems that are described in [53] [54] [55] did not give sufficient accuracy in determining the coordinates. On the other hand, UWB systems had a limited range of operation [47] . In contrast to the studies that are described above in this article, an innovative set of tests has been proposed, which allows for assessing the accuracy of the task performance by UAV in space. Taking into account the state-of-the-art, the RTS was used during the research for reference measurements determining the current position of the UAV. The RTS was used with geodetic prisms (360 • mini prism). It is an accurate, widely available and the most reliable method of tracking trajectories of objects in motion. The suitability and versatility of the proposed tests were verified by conducting appropriate field works for two different devices in various weather conditions.
The main part of the research involved the formulation of a set of tasks, the implementation of which would allow for the assessment of UAV flight parameters in various terrain and weather conditions. It is worth noting that it is possible to use these tests as versatile ones, which can be carried out almost anywhere. The following tasks have been specified:
• Task 1-aimed at determining the hovering accuracy by the UAV. The device has been programmed to reach the point having specific coordinates and then to maintain the position. This point has been located 30 m above the ground. Such measurement conditions has allowed for me to assume that the device has been subjected to laminar wind flow only and it has not been disturbed by turbulences from terrain obstacles. This is one of the basic tasks with the main purpose of controlling the position of the UAV during the hovering to examine the device position drift during its flight. • Task 2-based on five waypoints that have been the ends of the sections covered by the UAV. The waypoints have been placed on the base and arranged in a cross, whose arms have been parallel to the directions of the world, with each arm being 25.00 m in length (counting from the centre of the base). Figure 1 illustrates an outline of the base. The motivation to define this task has been determining the basic parameters of the UAV work in the aspect of the ISO standards for industrial robots. • Task 3-aimed at verifying the accuracy of the barometric system that was installed in the UAV, responsible for the correct implementation of the programmed flight altitudes. This task has assumed a gradual attainment of successive altitudes, previously programmed in 5 m intervals between 20 and 90 m. • Task 4-there has been a simulation of a photogrammetric mission in which the device has been programmed to perform a mission over a given area. The trajectory of the changed direction of the flight has been used here by stopping at the programmed waypoint, and then turning and continuing the way to the next point. Figure 2 illustrates an outline of the base. • Task 5-there has also been a simulation of a photogrammetric mission as in task 4, with the exception that it has been using the trajectory of the changed direction of the flight in which the UAV does not stop at the turn point, but it makes a smooth turn towards the next point. The forward speed of the device is adjusted to the turn automatically by the UAV on-board computer. The aim of tasks 4 and 5 was to verify the accuracy of the realization of photogrammetric missions by the UAV and to analyse its influence on coverage of the images.
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Two measurement points that constitute the measuring base have been placed. Their coordinates have been determined by the static GNSS technology with reference to the ASG-EUPOS network in the geodetic coordinate system 2000, zone 7 (EPSG 2178). One of the control points has been the station of the RTS, the other has served as a reference point. Figures 2 and 4 illustrate the location of the RTS, the reference point, and the UAV take-off point. The arrangement of the individual components of the base has ensured the optimal working conditions for the RTS equipped with an ATR (automatic target recognition) system, which has allowed for the tracking of the prism installed on the UAV. The RTS has been placed higher in relation to the UAV take-off point, on which the 360 • mini prism has been placed. Prior to each measurement (task) starting, a test has been carried out involving an observation of not moving prism for a minimum of 30 s. Thus, it has been possible to assess the accuracy of the measurement that was carried out by the instrument. Spatial deviations from the average position of the fixed prism have not exceeded 15 mm, which, with their standard deviation of 10 mm, have allowed for concluding that the measurement accuracy of this instrument is satisfactory for the testing of the UAV devices equipped with GNSS navigation receivers. UAV takeoff was made after a stable GNSS solution was obtained. During all of the tests, near the position of the MS50 instrument, the wind speed and the atmospheric pressure has been measured. However, it should be noted that the measurements have been performed at a horizontal distance of 50 to 250 m from the UAV at a much lower altitude, and correlating them with the behaviour of the aircraft is not justified. During the test, the value of the pressure remained constant within the accuracy limits of the measuring device, Comet D4130 thermo-hydro-barometer.
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Results
As a result of the field studies, the coordinates of the points measured while using the Leica Nova MS50 have been captured, in the geodetic coordinate system 2000. The data have represented the actual position of the UAV in space. This data set has been hereinafter denoted as MS50 and should be considered as reference. Moreover, the data presenting the coordinates and altitudes recorded by the drone, stored in the LOG files saved in the on-board computer, have been acquired. These data have been recorded in the WGS84 system (EPSG 4326) and they have been transformed to the 2000 system, in the calculations and in the diagrams that they have been marked as LOG. The last type of the data that has been subject to a later analysis are the ones dealing with the coordinates of the points designed to be implemented by the UAV. The mission projects have used the coordinates in the WGS84 system, which have also been converted into the 2000 system. In the calculations and on the diagrams, they have been marked as PROJ. The altitudes have been designed while assuming that the UAV take-off point has had the altitude 0 m. Thus, the comparison of the altitudes has required the reduction in the data captured from the surveying instrument at the beginning of each mission. Correlating the UAV's take-off and landing time have carried out the time synchronisation of the data that were captured from the RTS and the UAV. Samples selection for further analysis was based on finding the MS50 and LOG samples, which was characterized by the smallest time differences between the moments of their record. In the measurement results from MS50, the prism position has been reduced relative to the GNSS antenna that was installed in the UAV, while taking into account the measured offset and the data recorded by the IMU, mounted in the drone, and stored in the LOG files from each flight. Therefore, it has been possible to cross-compare these three sets of data, and the following data sets have been created in the form of the time series, demonstrating:
• coordinate differences between the design values and those that wre measured by the MS50 instrument, denoted as PROJ-MS50:
• coordinate differences between the design values and those captured from the data stored in the LOG files of the UAV on-board computers, denoted as PROJ-LOG:
• coordinate differences between the values measured by the MS50 instrument and obtained from the data stored in the LOG files of the UAV on-board computers, denoted as MS50-LOG:
Coordinate differences were determined for each coordinate components: North (N), East (E), and Altitude (A). The following subchapters discusses the results of the individual tasks presented for each on-board computer separately, while taking account of whether a given task has been carried out in the weather conditions with a negligible influence of the wind or whether the wind has been strong. For easy identification, it has been assumed that the on-board computers would be denoted as COM-1 and COM-2, while the wind effect has been divided into LIGHT WIND (LW) and STRONG WIND (STW).
Task 1-Determining the Hovering Accuracy by the UAV
The analysis of the data has been commenced by preparing graphs of the changes of the coordinates that have occurred during the test. Figure 5a presents a graph of the changes in the UAV location coordinates in time: recorded by the MS50 instrument, from the LOG file, and the value designed for the COM-2 on-board computer during the strong wind test (the test under the strong wind conditions). This Figure demonstrates the changes in the position of the device, separately for the coordinate components: North (N), East (E), and Altitude (A), relative to the take-off point during the entire test. Figure 5b presents similar graph, but during a 120-s part of the test.
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where x i are the observed values of the sample items, X is the mean value of these observations, and n is the number of observations in the sample. The MAX-MIN parameter in the PROJ-MS50 and MS50-LOG combinations for both on-board computers indicates that the equipment has been positioned with the accuracy resulting from the characteristics of the GNSS systems. Both of the on-board computers show low differences in LOG-PROJ calculations. Table 1 . Values of maximum and minimum differences, their ranges and means, and standard deviations for individual data pairs in task 1.
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LIGHT WIND The drift of the device position during the whole test has been also recorded by the MS50 instrument. It has been observed in the recorded altitude and in the horizontal position during the tests that were performed in strong wind conditions. The values of the drifts for each axis, for each of the tests, have been determined by fitting linear regressions into the time series. Table 2 presents the values of the time drifts calculated for all tests for each coordinate component. The values of the drifts determined for the indications obtained from the LOG files of the on-board computers have also been added. It should be noted that both devices tested while hovering, have performed slight horizontal movements related to the compensation of wind gusts. In strong wind, the difference between the extreme values of the position (MAX-MIN) is rather greater than for a light wind Table 1 . Similarly, standard deviations of the differences are also slightly greater. As far as the altitude data is concerned, in none of the tests has the UAV reached the planned altitude. The average position of the UAV for COM-1 in light wind has been 1.32 m lower, and during the remaining three tests it has exceeded 3 m. The drift of the value of the device position in time has also been recorded by the external surveying instrument MS50 Table 2 . Drift is most clearly visible for the vertical position. The horizontal drift in time has mostly occurred in windy weather conditions. In the case of the vertical drift, it has occurred in all tests and, specifically, the values for each on-board computer have been similar regardless of the weather conditions. At the same time, the calculated values of the drifts for the data that were captured from the both on-board computers (LOG data) are close to zero, failing to identify such an error, which clearly indicates their inaccurate operation.
The results for COM-2 present drift in horizontal position, even in light wind, which increases in stronger wind. Vertical drift for COM-1 is independent of wind force, but for COM-2 drift is much higher in strong wind. The performed test will allow for checking the possibility of the use of UAVs in specific missions that require flights with small horizontal and vertical separations. This effect could be very dangerous in urban environments, e.g., when mapping a building, it is very likely, that the UAV is flying close to infrastructure, which is blocking, diffracting, or reflecting GNSS signals. These effects are called site-dependent GNSS effects [29] . For example, in [50] , it was shown that deviations of 10-100 m have to be expected during a GNSS outage of 30 s, when MEMS inertial sensors are used on a UAV. However, in the paper on the control of a UAV with a RTS, the following results are achieved for the 3D control quality-a Root Mean Square Error (RMS) of 329 mm was detected for the complete flight path [46] . The horizontally projected evaluation of the control quality, referenced to the x-y plane, revealed a RMS of 104 mm and the vertically projected evaluation, referenced to the y-z plane, indicated a RMS of 319 mm. In this case, the working space was also limited to a very small space. 
MS50 LOG N [m/min] E [m/min] A [m/min] N [m/min] E [m/min] A [m/min]
LIGHT WIND
Task 2-ISO Standards for Industrial Robots
The accuracy of an industrial robot is determined by its functional characteristics [59] , the most important of which are the accuracy and repeatability of reaching a position. The guidelines for testing the accuracy of robots are described by PN-EN ISO 9283:2003 [43, 60] . Different measuring methods can be used for examining the positioning of such devices [61] [62] [63] [64] . In task 2, all of the tests have been carried out, so that the central point of the test base reached the four independent directions consistent with the Cardinal Directions. The UAV has been programmed to carry out the mission, so as to reach the set central position at least 25 times. The test has been conducted at a flight altitude of 30 m, so that the measurement results have not been affected by turbulence that is associated with trees or other infrastructure located in the vicinity of the measurement base. The calculations have been performed so that the description of the results is related to the direction of reaching the central point from the north (N), south (S), east (E), and west (W), respectively. The reference data have been the measurement results of the MS50 instrument as absolute position sources. Task 2 discusses the works allowing for defining the parameters listed below:
• positioning accuracy (AP P ), which is understood as the difference between the set position and the average position reached by the robot when reaching the set position following from the same direction:
AP y = (y − y c )
where x, y, z-coordinates of average position reached by the robot; x c , y c , z c -coordinates of set position; x j , y j , z j -coordinates of the j-th position reached; and, n-number of cycles measured.
• positioning repeatability (RP l ), i.e., a measurement of the scatter of deviations between the positions reached after n number of repetitions, when reaching the same position set from the same direction:
where x, y, z-average coordinates of points reached n times in response to the reference position; l-the distance between the achieved position and the average of all achieved positions; x j , y j , z j-coordinates of the j-th position reached.
• variability of the positioning accuracy (vAP P ) from multiple directions, which is the maximum distance between the mean of the reached positions, as obtained when reaching the same set position n number of times from three perpendicular directions:
where h, k = 1, 2, 3-path direction markings.
• deviation of the distance (AD P ), which is the difference between the set distance and the mean distance reached:
where D C -distance between two programmed points; D j -measured distance between two programmed points.
• repeatability of the distance (RD), i.e., a measure of the scatter of deviations of the reached distances, with these distances corresponding to the same set distance, repeated n number of times from the same direction:
where D-average distance between two programmed points; D j -distance between two programmed points. Table 3 summarises the results of the UAV positioning accuracy test, depending on the direction from which the central position has been reached. The columns present the parameters for the individual axes of the coordinate system, the northern and eastern one, respectively, and the altitude. It should be noted that the standard only requires the spatial values for the centre of gravity of the positions reached by the robot from the same direction, i.e., the column denoted as 3D. Table 3 . Results of UAV positioning accuracy test in task 2.
Approach Direction LIGHT WIND STRONG WIND N [m] E [m] A [m] 3D [m] N [m] E [m] A [m] 3D [m]
COM-1 The results of task 2 allow for a wider analysis. As far as the positioning accuracy parameter is concerned, Table 3 , the results allow for stating that, for determining the horizontal position in incidences of light wind, the positioning of the device with accuracy of ±1.5 m is ensured in most cases. However, in strong winds, on the verge of operability of the device, the value of this parameter is slightly exceeded. In the case of vertical positioning, the differences are larger than the 1.5 m in light wind and 2.0 m in strong wind. The parameter that is used in the standard, i.e., the accuracy of spatial positioning, by far exceeds the values 2.0 m in light wind and 3.0 m in strong wind. The results for both on-board computers are similar, but the effect of wind in the increased values of the results is observed. This is a dangerous phenomenon that can pose problems with maintaining proper separation from objects, for example, during inspections [31] [32] [33] .
In the case of positioning repeatability, Table 4 summarises the results. It should be emphasised that this parameter determines the accuracy of the implementation of a predetermined position, having eliminated the systematic factor related to the inaccuracy of the coordinates of the GNSS receiver. When considering its values, it can be stated that the direction of the approach to the central point does not affect the repeatability of the device positioning. However, it should be noted that, for the tests carried out in strong winds, these parameters are greater. Just as it occurred in the previous case, the variability of the positioning accuracy attained from many directions in windy conditions is greater. The parameters for each direction are similar within one on-board computer. COM-1 has a higher accuracy of about 0.3 m in strong wind conditions. The variability of the positioning accuracy that was achieved from multiple directions is represented by one parameter, which in the discussed case has been summarised in the last column of Table 4 denoted as vAPP. Table 4 . Results of positioning repeatability test and variability of positioning accuracy test from many directions of UAV approach in task 2.
Approach Direction N [m] S [m] E [m] W [m] vAPP [m]
LIGHT WIND The parameters of deviation and repeatability of the distance implemented for each direction of reaching the central point have been summarised in Table 5 . For the parameter of the distance deviation for each direction of approach to the central point, it is noticeable that the performed length of the segment has been shorter than the assumed one for all directions of the flight. For COM-1, these mean values of the distance deviation are slightly lower. For classic industrial robots, this indicates the error of the scale. However, when analysing the repeatability of the performed distance, it follows that this parameter exceeds 1 m. Therefore, it can be assumed that the previously discussed values of the distance deviation can be considered to be negligible. It is worth noting that the mean value of this parameter is higher in strong winds. The results of such tests may form the basis for testing in multi-UAV routing [37, 38] , as well as tests of new algorithms implemented in on-board computers while using the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [65] . 
Task 3-Accuracy of the Vertical Displacement
The objective of the third test has been to determine the accuracy of the vertical displacement by a given interval, as carried out by the UAV. As the device moved from the take-off place to the altitude of 20 m and then in the interval of 5 m, it rose to the altitude of 90 m. The difference in altitude by which the UAV moved has been measured at 5 m, according to the programmed mission, and it has been carried out according to the indications of its on-board systems. As a result, 15 measurement points have been obtained in each test. In each of these points, the UAV had been hovering for a minimum of 15 s. Table 6 summarises the results of all the tests recorded by the MS50 surveying instrument and by the UAV in the LOG files. The differences in altitudes that were recorded at successive altitudes have been compared. Table 6 also presents the parameter denoted as Scale, the value of which has been calculated as the ratio of the reached altitude, as measured by the MS50, and the designed altitude: The results of the differences that were recorded between the design data and the data captured from the MS50 instrument, are also presented in Figure 6 . Table 7 demonstrates the values of the correlation between the designed altitudes and the differences in altitudes resulting from the measurement while using a given method. Based on the captured data, the increments of the altitudes between the subsequently reached waypoints have also been presented. Table 8 summarises the values of maximum and minimum increments between the flight levels, their mean values, and the standard deviation of these values.
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The results of the differences that were recorded between the design data and the data captured from the MS50 instrument, are also presented in Figure 6 . Table 7 demonstrates the values of the correlation between the designed altitudes and the differences in altitudes resulting from the measurement while using a given method. Based on the captured data, the increments of the altitudes between the subsequently reached waypoints have also been presented. Table 8 summarises the values of maximum and minimum increments between the flight levels, their mean values, and the standard deviation of these values. Figure 6 . Results of differences recorded between design data and data captured from the MS50 surveying instrument in task 3. 6 . Results of differences recorded between design data and data captured from the MS50 surveying instrument in task 3.
In task 3, the results of all the tests have demonstrated increasing differences between the programmed altitude and the one measured by the MS50 instrument. For COM-1, the differences reach 2.7 m in light wind and over 4 m in strong wind, while for COM-2 they reach up to 9.5 m in light wind and almost 8 m in strong wind. At the same time, the differences between the values that are recorded by the UAV in the LOG files and the design values at the same points have not exceeded 1.00 m, with an average of 0.15 m Table 6 . The numerical values corresponding to the differences between the data that were captured from the MS50 and from the LOG files of the UAV are similar to the data discussed as task 1. The results of this task prove the occurrence of the error of the barometer scale, which has affected the flying altitude reached relative to the take-off point. The observed errors of barometric sensors may negatively affect flights at low altitudes [33, 37, 66] , for example, in application [31] , the flight altitude is 18m above the top lightning line (the top line). Altitude changes that are greater than 5 m can be a serious threat to the UAV during power line inspection. Precise flight altitude planning is also important for the implementation of the smart city concept [6] and the phenomenon of lowering the flying altitude may adversely affect the assumed parameters of image overlaps when conducting photogrammetric missions [12, 51, 52, 67] . Table 6 additionally presents the parameter denoted as scale, the value of which has been calculated as the ratio of the reached altitude measured by MS50 to the design altitude. It should be noted that, for the COM-1, its mean value has ranged from 0.98 in light wind to 0.95 in strong wind, and for the COM-2 from 0.89 in light wind to 0.90 in strong wind. As can be seen from these parameters, the barometric sensor in COM-1 has shown its susceptibility to wind influence. The high values of the altitude correlations with the PROJ-MS50 and MS50-LOG data indicate the faulty operation of the barometer, Table 7 . The low values of the altitude correlations with the PROJ-LOG data suggest that they should be treated as random values. This analysis proves the existence of a scale error in the barometers. The comparison of the mean values of altitude increments between the subsequent mission waypoints in Table 8 also demonstrates that the programmed value has not been reached for the measurement using the MS50 surveying instrument. In the case of the data captured from the on-board computers, the average values coincide with the predetermined values with an accuracy of 0.05 m. Table 7 . Values of correlation between designed altitudes and differences resulting from measurements using a given method in task 3.
PROJ-MS50
PROJ-LOG MS50-LOG Table 8 . Values of maximum and minimum increments between flight levels, their mean values, and standard deviation of these values in task 4. 
LIGHT WIND

Designed
COM-1 LIGHT WIND
COM-2 LIGHT WIND
COM-1 STRONG WIND
COM-2 STRONG WIND
Task 4-Photogrammetric Mission-Stop and Turn
Taking the specificity of the tasks into account, the moments when releasing the camera shutter trigger, recorded in the LOG files that were obtained from the UAV, have been analysed and compared to the design data and the data captured from the MS50 surveying instrument. The analyses have commenced with the preparation of the data sets, in which the horizontal and vertical distances of the mission deviating from the design value have been analysed. It has been assumed that the identified differences have been calculated as the length of the orthogonal projection of the waypoints on the designed flight line, while taking into account the characteristics of this task with the UAV changing the flight direction through the Stop and Turn mode. The points located to the right of the designed line had a positive sign and the points on the left side had a negative sign. The Figure 7 illustrates the data for the flights that were captured from the COM-1 in light wind conditions and in strong wind conditions. The figure has been prepared for five successive flight lines and it demonstrates the deviations from the designed flight line for the subsequent images. The horizontal deviations and the altitudes have been presented for the data sets such as in other tests, i.e., PROJ-MS50, PROJ-LOG and MS50-LOG. In addition, Table 9 presents the values of the maximum and minimum differences, denoted as P, relative to the flight lines for all of the on-board computers in strong and light wind conditions. Moreover, the data revealing the accuracy with which the UAV has reached the turn points have been summarised. Figure 8 illustrates the course of the mission in the horizontal plane. Table 10 summarises the basic data on the accuracy of the mission implementation by reaching the turn points. The analysis of the results from task 4 allows for stating that the deviations from the flight line recorded by the MS50 surveying instrument in relation to the design values. They fall within the range from 2 m to −1.70 m (COM-1) and from 2.5 m to −1.5 m (COM-2) for flights in light winds. In the case of strong winds from 2.70 m to −3.30 m (COM-1) and from 2.2 m to −2.15 m (COM-2). The value of the standard deviation of the differences, larger by 0.50 m for strong wind conditions for Table 9 . Values of maximum and minimum distances from designed flight lines in task 4.
PROJ-MS50 PROJ-LOG MS50-LOG p [m] A [m] p [m] A [m] p [m] A [m]
LIGHT WIND Table 10 . Values of maximum and minimum differences, their ranges as well as mean and standard deviations for individual data pairs in task 4.
PROJ-MS50 PROJ-LOG MS50-LOG N [m] E [m] A [m] N [m] E [m] A [m] N [m] E [m] A [m]
LIGHT WIND The analysis of the results from task 4 allows for stating that the deviations from the flight line recorded by the MS50 surveying instrument in relation to the design values. They fall within the range from 2 m to −1.70 m (COM-1) and from 2.5 m to −1.5 m (COM-2) for flights in light winds. In the case of strong winds from 2.70 m to −3.30 m (COM-1) and from 2.2 m to −2.15 m (COM-2). The value of the standard deviation of the differences, larger by 0.50 m for strong wind conditions for both computers, also clearly points to the influence of wind on the recorded differences. For the values that were obtained from the LOG files in relation to the design data, the extreme values for COM-1 in light wind conditions range from 1.60 m to −0.90 m, and in a strong wind from 3.30 m to −4.6 m. Extreme values for COM-2 in light wind conditions range from 1.40 m to −1.50 m, and in a strong wind from 1.20 m to −1.1 m. The differences between MS50 and the data from the UAV allow for determining the accuracy of the device. The standard deviation of horizontal accuracy of this task is similar for COM-1 and COM-2, and it amounts to approximately 0.7 m in light wind and 1.00 m in strong wind. The results of the altitude measurements for both devices confirm the results of task 1 and 3.
Based on the analyses of the figures and tables, it can also be noticed that there is a systematic drift of entire missions if compared to the design values. It results from the inaccuracy of the solution of the coordinates performed by the GNSS receiver. In addition, the table demonstrates the differences in the altitudes for the subsequent locations of the shutter release. Table 10 lists the differences in an analogous manner, as in Table 1 from task 1. The systematic drift of the entire series and the UAV's failure to reach the predetermined altitude have both confirmed the results of tasks 1 and 2. By analysing Figure 8 , it can be stated that, in strong wind conditions, the rectilinearity of the flight is strongly disturbed, which results in large discrepancies in the distances between successive flight lines. The obtained results concerning the accuracy of reaching a position are similar to the results that were published for the helicopter-like UAVs [44] . The 3D-Plot of the trajectory also demonstrates that the helicopter is influenced by the wind on the stop points. The helicopter moves within a certain limit around the defined point. As is well known, the accuracy values bring to the conclusion that the positioning resulting from low-cost GNSS sensors might be usable as an approximation for the positions of the UAV-image data in photogrammetric software. The further part of the discussion will analyse the changes in the parameters of the side overlaps in photogrammetric flights that are caused by the above-mentioned discrepancies.
Task 5-Photogrammetric Mission-Bank Turn
The characteristics of this test has allowed for carrying out the flight trajectory analyses similarly to those that are contained in task 4. The specificity of the mission has consisted in the device constantly moving and performing the manoeuvres of changing direction without stopping at the turn points. The principle of determining the value of the deviation from the designed flight line has been adopted identical as in task 4. Figure 9a illustrates the deviations from the planned flight path for COM-1, which have occurred during the test performed in the light wind conditions, while Figure 9b depicts the graph for COM-2 for the strong wind test. The demonstrated data includes five flight lines and it is presented in the same sets as in task 4. In this test, the author has not presented the statistical data on the deviations from the designed line in a tabular form, as their values are significantly influenced by flight characteristics. An important element presented in Table 11 is the data on the distances from the ends of the planned flight lines, where the UAV has performed a turn. These values have been calculated as the projections of the shortest sections connecting the trajectory of the UAV movement projected onto a line perpendicular to the flight line Figure 10 . Table 11 presents the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviations of these values for the data captured from the MS50 and the LOG files. The differences in the results between COM-1 and COM-2 are not significant. However, the results for both on-board computers show the effect of wind force on the results. The standard deviation values are at least 25% higher for strong wind and they show more flight instability in turns. The analysis of the results from task 5 allows for asserting that a continuous flight without stopping is not susceptible to a strong wind as a flight during which the UAV stops. The comparison of the results for the PROJ-MS50 and PROJ-LOG data sets for the horizontal data, i.e., Figure 10 and 9a, demonstrates their similarity. When analysing the MS50-UAV differences in the horizontal plane, the differences visible in the light wind graph only indicate the occurrence of random errors in the GNSS observations of the receiver that was installed in the UAV. Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, Figure 9b , which illustrates the results for the test performed in strong wind conditions, draws attention to the occurrence of a systematic factor related to wind pressure. However, it also has a repetitive nature that will not affect the side overlap. In instances of differences in altitude, the earlier observations regarding the failure of the UAV to reach the planned altitude have been confirmed. On the other hand, it is also apparent that during the continuous flight the trajectory is smooth. In addition, it is worth emphasising that the UAV has failed to attain the planned lengths of the flight lines. The recorded turn points have been approximately 9.50 m from the planned ones (mean values Figure 9b , which illustrates the results for the test performed in strong wind conditions, draws attention to the occurrence of a systematic factor related to wind pressure. However, it also has a repetitive nature that will not affect the side overlap. In instances of differences in altitude, the earlier observations regarding the failure of the UAV to reach the planned altitude have been confirmed. On the other hand, it is also apparent that during the continuous flight the trajectory is smooth. In addition, it is worth emphasising that the UAV has failed to attain the planned lengths of the flight lines. The recorded turn points have been approximately 9.50 m from the planned ones (mean values Figure 9b , which illustrates the results for the test performed in strong wind conditions, draws attention to the occurrence of a systematic factor related to wind pressure. However, it also has a repetitive nature that will not affect the side overlap. In instances of differences in altitude, the earlier observations regarding the failure of the UAV to reach the planned altitude have been confirmed. On the other hand, it is also apparent that during the continuous flight the trajectory is smooth. In addition, it is worth emphasising that the UAV has failed to attain the planned lengths of the flight lines. The recorded turn points have been approximately 9.50 m from the planned ones (mean values in Table 11 ). Moreover, Figure 9b illustrates that having made a turn, and having covered 25 to 30 m from the turn point. The UAV gradually approaches the planned flight line, reaching a transverse distance from the design flight trajectory of less than 2 m Figure 9a . It is worth noting that the wind strength has not significantly affected this parameter. Table 11 . Values of distances to the ends of mission flight lines (maximum, minimum, their ranges, mean values, and standard deviations) for data in task 5.
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Discussion
The first part of the discussion should reflect on the interpretation of the result data that were obtained with the use of the new set of tests. The differences between the design values and the ones measured by the MS50 surveying instrument, as a reference data, can be used to assess the accuracy of the UAV mission, e.g., in the case of separation from infrastructure, obstacles [31, 32, 36] , ensuring appropriate shooting distances, etc. The differences between the design values and those that were derived from the data stored in the LOG files of the UAV on-board computers allow for determining the internal accuracy of the on-board computer, i.e., the permissible values at which the planned tasks are considered to be fulfilled by its software. On the other hand, the differences between the values that were measured by the MS50 surveying instrument, as a reference data, and those that were captured from the data stored in the LOG files of the UAV on-board computers should be interpreted as helpful in determining the accuracy of the UAV on-board devices.
The results of tasks 1-3 allow for stating that the stabilisation of the device in the horizontal plane, in most cases, does not exceed ±1.50 m Tables 1 and 3 . The results are not affected by the duration of the mission. Momentary changes in the position of the device with small values result from the adjustments that were introduced by the on-board computer based on the readings of gyroscopes and inclinometers installed in the IMU Figure 5 . However, the time drift in the horizontal plane has mostly occurred during the strong wind tests and it has resulted from the wind pressure on the device, Table 2 . In the paper on control of a UAV with a RTS 3D position, quality has been measured for the complete flight path [46] . In this case, the working space was also limited to a very small space, in a cube of a size of not more than 15 m. The stabilisation accuracy of the device in the vertical plane is much lower than in the horizontal plane, as in the tests presented in this paper. The main reason for the occurrence of differences is the scale error and the barometric sensor drift, Tables 2 and 6 . During short hovers, it is unnoticeable, Figure 5b . However, taking into account the entire mission lasting several minutes, the barometer readings relative to the reference system significantly differ, Figure 5a . From the results of the performed measurements, it can be concluded that errors in the barometer scales and the drift of the sensor are a specificity of individual on-board computers and are dependent on the weather conditions, Table 6 . It is worth adding that, for the confirmation of this conclusion, it would be necessary to conduct research on a larger set of such devices. Taking into account the results of the measurements, it should be noted that, for long-term hovering of the UAVs that were equipped with this type of on-board computers, the vertical drift should be taken into consideration. It will not be visible in the telemetry data that are transmitted from the UAV to the control station. The value of the drift determined on the data captured from the MS50 surveying instrument in all tests has had a value that indicates the lowering of the flying altitude. The resulting lack of proper separation of the UAVs from obstacles is extremely dangerous, especially in automated missions. This effect could be very dangerous in urban environments, e.g., when UAV is flying close to infrastructure or during flights at low altitudes [31, 33, 37, 66] . In the case of short-term hovering of the device in order to take single photographs or film shots, the negative impact of the barometric sensor drift is of no importance.
In the case of the obtained results, the implementation of the ISO standards for industrial robots [42, 43, 59, 60] is not justified due to the differences in the positioning accuracy of the device in the horizontal and vertical planes, Tables 3-5 . It is required to carry out the accuracy test for the systems that are responsible for separately maintaining the horizontal and vertical positions. Comparison between Euclidean distance estimations in paper [47, 48] is justified by the characteristics of the tested devices on small test fields. Moreover, the extension of this test set should be considered, taking into account the autonomy levels that were proposed in [23, 68] . In this paper, the tests have included the devices with a first degree of autonomy. This set of tests will also allow the verification of the efficiency of the parameters of the EKF [65] , as a control tool to examine pre-programmed on-board computer.
Taking into account the results that were obtained in tasks 4 and 5, the author has carried out the analysis of the influence of inaccuracy on the implementation of photogrammetric missions on the image overlap. The UAV flight that was performed in the horizontal plane, inconsistently with the design, results in a reduction or increase in the distance between successive flight lines, Figures 8 and 10 . This will result in a reduction or increase in side overlaps between the adjacent flight lines. The recorded maximum differences between the designed distances and the implemented ones reached 5.00 m. For the analysis to be as legible as possible, Table 12 compares the changes of side overlaps for the images with different widths, with the distances between the lines changing by 2.50; 5.00; and, 10.00 m. The table only presents the situations where the distance between the lines has increased in relation to the design, resulting in the reduced side overlap of the images. The 60% side overlap, recommended by most manufacturers of data processing software, has been used as the initial value [12, 69, 70] . The size of the GSD (ground sampling distance), the focal length, and the size of the matrix have been rendered irrelevant for this analysis. In the further part of the discussion, it has been assumed that the change in the coverage to the value of 55% is insignificant. It is worth noting that, for images with a width of 40 m, the alterations in distance between the lines even as small as 2.50 m, change the value of the side overlap to 53.8%. In addition, Table 12 demonstrates the combinations of image sizes and differences in the distances between the lines, which have resulted in the changes in coverage to less than 50%. For the images with widths exceeding 200 m, the changes in the side overlap, due to incorrect implementation of the mission, result in a reduction of the coverage to a minimum of 55.0%.
When conducting photogrammetric missions, the phenomenon of lowering the flying altitude may adversely affect the assumed parameters of image overlaps [12, 69, 70] . When considering the fact that the change in the flying altitude is associated with a larger number of parameters that are involved in the calculation of image coverage, with the GSD, matrix size, the focal lengths already being discussed. The analysis has been carried out for an exemplary RGB sensor in the form of a mirror-less device, which is commonly used in UAVs, namely SONY ILCE alfa6000 with three different focal lengths. The 80% forward overlap and 60% side overlap, as recommended by most manufacturers of data processing software, has been used as the initial value [12, 69, 70] . Table 13 presents the values of the forward and side overlaps of the images depending on the size of the GSD, and the reduction of the flying altitude by 2.50, 5.00, and 10.00 m. In the case of the forward overlap, the significant effect of a failure to perform the mission at a given altitude (reduction of the coverage to 73%) only occurs for the 10 mm GSD and the 15 mm focal length. However, in the case of the side overlap using a 15 mm lens, it should be borne in mind that errors in the implementation of the mission, which are greater than 5 m for a 10 mm GSD, and greater than 10 m for a 20 mm GSD, result in a reduction of the coverage to less than 55%. For a 25 mm lens, reducing the flying altitude by 10 m with a 10 mm GSD, reduces the side overlap to 52.7%. In simulations of photogrammetric missions (task 4 and 5), there have been significant deviations from the planned trajectory of the flight in the missions with a stop Table 9 , Figure 8 , where the accuracy of the mission has been affected not only by the accuracy of the GNSS, but also by the wind. In photogrammetric missions, the trajectories where the UAV does not use the Stop and Turn mode have yielded much better results Figure 10 . However, it should be remembered to extend the lengths of the flight lines beyond the extent of the study area for on-board computers of the DJI A2 type Table 11 . It is worth mentioning that changing the flight trajectory varies greatly, depending on the manufacturer and the type of the on-board computer. Additionally, the scope of the implemented mission should be expanded in order to take into account the possibility of the occurrence of errors resulting from the determination of the horizontal position.
Conclusions
The proposed new set of tasks and the methodology of their implementation can be successfully used to control the proper operation of UAVs. Their application allows for determining a number of parameters that should be necessary to certify these devices, such as hovering accuracy, positioning accuracy, device position drift, positioning repeatability, variability of the positioning accuracy, deviation, and repeatability of the distance. It should be noted that Task 3 describes research that has never been published before. The application of this type of task allows for checking the real altitude of UAV flights. While considering the obtained results and the planned rules of UAV utilisation related to the establishment of the U-Space, assuming flights take place at altitudes up to 120 m [22] , it seems necessary to test the devices in terms of their accuracy in the performance of automatic missions in order to determine the applicability of individual devices, depending on the on-board computers and GNSS-IMU systems that were used.
The new procedures that were proposed in this paper will allow for verifying the algorithms that optimise the test flights of the objects in reality. The test results can also be used as additional information when working on the algorithms that optimise flight planning in various terrain and weather conditions [11, [28] [29] [30] 34, 35, 71, 72] , as well as supporting precision landing [73, 74] . An integration of these parameters should be used for automating the image acquisition process for large-scale areas, allowing for the planning UAV flights with respect to the desired GSD. These parameters are sufficient in the case of spacious and flat terrains with obstacles, but they are suitable for use in uneven, densely built, or heavily vegetated environments. Such measurements will also allow for the introduction of additional parameters resulting from the measurement of the actual flight trajectory of the device [39, 65, 75] . In this paper, it is presented how new set of tests cues into UAV flight planning for generating safe trajectories for real-world 3D mapping applications. 
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